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The rst law of black hole mechanics (in the form derived by Wald), is expressed in terms
of integrals over surfaces, at the horizon and spatial innity, of a stationary, axisymmetric black
hole, in a dieomorphism invariant Lagrangian theory of gravity. The original statement of the
rst law given by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking for an Einstein-perfect uid system contained, in
addition, volume integrals of the uid elds, over a spacelike slice stretching between these two
surfaces. One would expect that Wald's methods, applied to a Lagrangian Einstein-perfect uid
formulation, would convert these terms to surface integrals. However, because the elds appearing
in the Lagrangian of a gravitating perfect uid are typically nonstationary, (even in a stationary
black hole-perfect uid spacetime) a direct application of these methods generally yields restricted
results. We therefore rst approach the problem of incorporating general nonstationary matter
elds into Wald's analysis, and derive a rst law-like relation for an arbitrary Lagrangian metric
theory of gravity coupled to arbitrary Lagrangian matter elds, requiring only that the metric
eld be stationary. This relation includes a volume integral of matter elds over a spacelike slice
between the black hole horizon and spatial innity, and reduces to the rst law originally derived
by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking when the theory is general relativity coupled to a perfect uid.
We then turn to consider a specic Lagrangian formulation for an isentropic perfect uid given
by Carter, and directly apply Wald's analysis, assuming that both the metric and uid elds are
stationary and axisymmetric in the black hole spacetime. The rst law we derive contains only
surface integrals at the black hole horizon and spatial innity, but the assumptions of stationarity
and axisymmetry of the uid elds make this relation much more restrictive in its allowed uid con-
gurations and perturbations than that given by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking. In the Appendix,
we use the symplectic structure of the Einstein-perfect uid system to derive a conserved current
for perturbations of this system: this current reduces to one derived ab initio for this system by
Chandrasekhar and Ferrari.
1 Introduction
The rst law of black hole mechanics as stated by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking [1] relates small
changes in the mass of a stationary, axisymmetric black hole to small changes in its horizon surface
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area, angular momentum and the properties of a stationary perfect uid that might surround it: one
rst xes a stationary axisymmetric Einstein-perfect uid black hole solution with stationary killing
eld 
a
(with asymptotically unit norm) and axial killing eld '
a
(with closed orbits). One then
denes  to be an innitessimal perturbation to a nearby stationary axisymmetric solution; then the




























where the spacetime is characterised by an ADM mass, M , and the black hole by its horizon surface
area, A, surface gravity, , angular velocity, 

H
, and angular momentum J
H
(measured at the horizon).
The elds associated to the perfect uid are its four velocity, U
a












, for some (generally non-constant) 
), the chemical potential 
0
,
the temperature T , stress-energy T
ab






















represent the uid number density, angular
momentum density and entropy density on a spacelike 3-surface, , that has boundaries at the black
hole horizon and the two-sphere at spatial innity. We have also set 
abcd
to be the canonical volume
element on spacetime.
Considerable eort has been spent on weakening the assumptions made in (1) on the background elds
and their perturbations. For instance, consider an arbitrary dieomorphism invariant Lagrangian
theory with both metric and matter elds, and let the theory possess stationary, axisymmetric black
hole solutions, which are asymptotically at, and have a bifurcate killing horizon (for an explanation
of these terms see [2, 3]). Then it was shown [2, 4], providing the metric and matter elds appearing
in the Lagrangian were stationary and axisymmetric in the black hole background, that there existed
a rst law of black hole mechanics in a form only involving surface integrals on the sphere at spatial
innity and the bifurcation sphere of the black hole horizon. Namely, given the Lagrangian for the
theory, one could algorithmically dene integrals E and J over the sphere at spatial innity, and S








(Here  denotes a perturbation from the background black hole solution to any nearby solution.) The
quantity E was interpreted as the canonical energy of the black hole system, J as the canonical angular
momentum and S as the black hole entropy.
We might therefore expect that the volume integrals in (1) involving the uid can be converted to
surface integrals in the form (2), by choosing a suitable variational form for the Einstein-perfect uid
system and using the methods of [4]. In fact, we are unable to reproduce the rst law (1) in a form
only containing surface integrals, using these methods; the diculty is that at least one of the elds
appearing in each of the Lagrangian formulations for a perfect uid (that we are aware of) is generally
non-stationary, even when the uid four velocity, number density, entropy, and functions of these elds
(which we refer to collectively as the physical elds), are stationary. Since the methods of [4] require
that all elds appearing in the Lagrangian (which we refer to henceforth as the dynamical elds) are
stationary and axisymmetric in the black hole background, the allowed background solutions for the
perfect uid in the resulting rst law are restricted.
This paper gives two results in response to this problem: we rst relax all explicit symmetry assump-
tions on matter elds appearing in the Lagrangian, and nd the consequence for the rst law given in
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[4]. We also attempt to generate a rst law of the form (2) by a careful choice of an existing Lagrangian
formulation for gravity coupled to a perfect uid, directly using the methods of [4].
In section (2) we consider an arbitrary Lagrangian theory of gravity coupled to arbitrary matter elds,
assuming only that the metric is stationary and axisymmetric in the black hole background, but
making no such assumptions about the matter dynamical elds. We then modify the methods of [4]
to generate a perturbative relation, but instead of attempting to express the matter contribution to
the rst law (2) via surface integrals, we leave it instead as a volume integral over a hypersurface, ,
joining the bifurcation sphere to the sphere at spatial innity. In restricted cases (which we explain
later) we can motivate an independent measurement of the \vacuum" black hole mass, M
g
. In these





























  (  T  ); (3)
where T
ab
is the stress-energy of the matter elds. We will see that this relation denes a black hole
entropy, S
g
, which is in general not the black hole entropy dened in [4]: however, in special cases the
interpretation of S
g
as black hole entropy can be appropriate (for instance, as we show in section (4),
this relation reduces to (1) when the gravitational theory is chosen to be general relativity, and the
matter source is chosen to be a perfect uid). Our result diers from a similar relation presented by
Schutz and Sorkin [7], in that they conjectured, but did not explicitly include the black hole entropy
and angular momentum boundary terms, and so did not explicitly generalise the full form of (1). In
addition, as we shall explain, the denition of our \Noether current" (involved in the intermediate
calculations) is both less ambiguous than that presented by Schutz and Sorkin [7] and more general
than the denition given by Sorkin [8]. The range of theories in which our methods are well dened
is therefore larger than those addressed by their methods.
In section (3) we dene a gravitating perfect uid and review some variational principles for it: Schutz's
\velocity-potential" formulation [9], which uses the dynamical elds (; ; ; ; ) to dene the product









more recent \axionic vorticity" formulation [10] for an isentropic perfect uid, which uses a dynamical
eld b
ab
to dene the number current N
abc






, and the dynamical elds















In section (4) we present two forms of the rst law for the Einstein-perfect uid system. The rst
form is derived from the relation (3) and is the same as (1), with the exception that  is now allowed
to be a perturbation from the (stationary axisymmetric) background to an arbitrary nearby solution.
(Note that this form of the rst law contains volume integrals.) It is of also interest to know if we
can construct any form of the rst law with perfect uids only involving surface integrals; in fact, by
directly applying the methods of [4] for a metric theory of gravity coupled to a perfect uid described








) we can derive a




































where M is the ADM mass, A is the black hole surface area, J
H
is the black hole angular momentum
appearing in (1), X
qr


















], and we have written
S
1
and H for the sphere at spatial innity and the bifurcation sphere, respectively. We will see that
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this rst law is more restrictive than (1), but it is the only non-trivial rule of the type (2) involving a
perfect uid that we can currently construct.
In the Appendix we evaluate the symplectic form of the Einstein-perfect uid system, using the
variational formulation given by Schutz [9] for the perfect uid. The symplectic form is dual to a
generally conserved current, quadratic in the eld perturbations [11]. We nd (in parallel with Burnett
and Wald's calculation for the Einstein-Maxwell system [12]) that this conserved current reduces to a
current previously derived ab initio by Chandrasekhar and Ferrari [13] for the polar perturbations of
a static axisymmetric black hole.
2 A perturbative relation for black hole mechanics with non-stationary
matter elds
In this section we give a perturbative relation that resembles the rst law of black hole mechanics,
for an arbitrary theory of gravity with a dieomorphism invariant Lagrangian. We assume the the-
ory possesses black hole solutions in which the metric is stationary and axisymmetric, but place no
restrictions on the other elds appearing in the Lagrangian (we refer to these elds collectively as the
dynamical elds). The motivation for this is, as we have indicated, that variational formulations for
gravitating Einstein-perfect uid systems have uid dynamical elds which are nonstationary even
when the uid's physical elds (the four-velocity, number density and entropy) are stationary and
axisymmetric. We rst make some necessary denitions related to the the symplectic structure of a
dieomorphism invariant Lagrangian theory. These are explained in detail in [4]; here we merely state
(and, in one case, rene) the relevant denitions and results. In the following we often use bold face
type to denote dierential forms on spacetime, suppressing their indices when convenient.
2.1 Some Preliminaries
All theories we consider arise from a Lagrangian, which is taken to be a dieomorphism invariant
four-form on spacetime, dependent on the metric, g
ab
, and some arbitrary set of matter elds,  . (We












;  ;r ; : : : ; (r)
q
 ); (5)
(here multiple derivatives appearing in the above expression are assumed to be symmetrised - see [4]
for further discussion about this dependence). In particular we require that every eld appearing in
the Lagrangian give rise to an equation of motion (there are no \background" elds). The variation
of the Lagrangian denes these equations, E = 0, along with the symplectic potential , by
L = E+ d(; ): (6)
(Here (; ) is a linear dierential operator in the eld variations . Because the Lagrangian is
only dened up to the addition of an exact form, L! L+d, the symplectic potential is only dened
up to the following terms:(; ) ! (; ) + dY(; ) + (), where Y and  are covariant
4
forms with the same type of functional dependence as  and L, respectively. These ambiguities were
discussed in [4].)
Now x a smooth vector eld, 
a






)    L (7)
where the centred dot denotes contraction of the vector into the rst index of the form. This Noether




which we now use to further elucidate its structure. (Although they appear in a dierent context, the
calculations below have the same avour as those in the Appendix of [4].)
Lemma 1: Fix L to be the Lagrangian of a dieomorphism invariant theory of gravity and matter
elds, with equation of motion E = 0 as given in (6). Without loss of generality, label each dynamical




lower indices: also label the equations of motion for



























Then for any smooth eld 
a
there exists a two-form, Q[], called the Noether charge associated to 
a
(which is local in the dynamical elds and 
a
), such that the Noether current J[], dened in (7), can
be written
J[] =  (  E    ) + dQ[]; (10)
where we dene the three-form

















































































For clarity, we rst consider the case where the metric is the only dynamical eld:  ! g
ab
. Then







































d(J[] + 2 E
g








which shows that the right side of (13) is both linear in 
a
, and exact for all 
a
. The results of [6] now




= 0. This in turn implies that the
left side of (13) must be an identically closed three-form, which (using the results of [6] again) implies
the existence of a two-form, Q[], local in the dynamical elds and 
a
, such that
J[] + 2  E
g
  = dQ[]: (14)
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We dene Q[], the Noether charge associated to 
a
, as any two form which is local in the dynamical
elds and 
a
, and satises this relation.
We can also perform this analysis for L with the general dependence (5). With the labels for each
































which, through a similar manipulation to (12) leads to the structure for J[] and the denition of the
Noether charge, Q[], in (10). 2
The Noether charge was dened in [4] only when E = 0, via J[] = dQ[]. This left open the denition
of Q[] when E 6= 0. In the Appendix of [5], however, it was shown that Q[] could be dened when
E 6= 0, such that there existed forms C
a




, and where the C
a
vanished when
E = 0. At that time it was not known whether Q[] was uniquely dened this way, nor was the
explicit form of C
a
specied. We have given this explicit form in (11). Moreover, the above analysis
uniquely denes the Noether charge via (10), without imposing the eld equations, up to the following
ambiguities (which were discussed in detail in [4]): The ambiguity in  described after Eq. (6) means
that J[] is only dened up to the following terms: J[] ! J[] + d(Y(;L

)     ), and so the
ambiguity in Q[] is Q[] ! Q[] + Y(;L

)     . These ambiguities will not aect the results
stated in the following sections.























). It can be shown (see [11]) that this three-form is closed when  is a solution




 are solutions of the linearised equations of motion (In the
Appendix we examine this closed form - it is dual to a conserved vector eld, which we evaluate for
perturbations of an Einstein-perfect uid system). Moreover, if we let 
a





 and let 
2
 =  be a variation to a nearby solution (with 
a
= 0), then !(;L

; )
can be shown [4] to be exact:
!(;L

; ) = d[Q[]    (; )]: (17)
Now x a black hole spacetime with a stationary and axisymmetric metric, for the theory given by
the Lagrangian in (5); let the stationary killing eld with unit norm at spatial innity be 
a
and the
axial killing eld (with closed orbits) be '
a
. Let the black hole have a bifurcate killing horizon, with
bifurcation sphere H, and let it be asymptotically at, with the two-sphere at spatial innity S
1
.
Let  be a three-surface with these two boundaries, and set  to be an arbitrary perturbation of
the background which satises the linearised equations. Then the rst law of black hole mechanics as









Q[]    (; )  
Z
H
Q[]   (; ) (18)
(which arises from integrating (17) over ). When 
a
Lie derives all the dynamical elds in the
background, the left side of (18) vanishes, and one is left with a relation between surface integrals
on the boundaries of , which can be shown to be of the form (2). In section (4) we present an
explicit Lagrangian for the Einstein-perfect uid system, and, assuming that all dynamical elds are
stationary and axisymmetric, compute the surface terms arising from this Lagrangian.
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2.2 The perturbative identity
Having stated these necessary denitions we turn to construct our perturbative identity. We start by
decomposing the Lagrangian L into a part L
g
, depending on the metric, g
ab
, (which is assumed to be
stationary and axisymmetric in the black hole background), and a part L
m
, dependent on both the





























Since this breakup only requires that L
g
be independent of any matter elds, it is very non-unique,






















The variation of the Lagrangian yields equations of motion for the metric, E
ab
g











 + d(; ): (21)










. As discussed above we can compute J[] (dened
by (7)), and dene Q[], for the theory described by (19): it must have the form given in (10):
J[] =  2  E
g
     E
m
    + dQ[] (22)
(the factor of two between the terms with equations of motion here is purely a matter of convention).
















































, and up to the ambiguities present in the symplectic potentials, we also




















)    L
m
; (24)















are the Noether charges in the theories arising from these Lagrangians:
J
g
[] =  2 E
0
g





[] =    E
m




Finally we substitute (26) into the right side of (25) and (22) into the left side, obtaining
 2 E
g
     E
m
    + dQ[] =  2  E
0
g
      T      E
m











[] + dZ; (28)
(where Z is some arbitrary covariant one-form). We therefore have a relation (independent of any
eld equations) between the Noether charge, Q, of the full theory given by L, and that of the \pure
gravity" theory Q
g
, arising from L
g
. We are now ready to state the identity:
Lemma 2: Fix L, L
g
(the \vacuum" Lagrangian) and L
m
(the \matter" Lagrangian) to be dieo-
morphism invariant Lagrangians related as given in (19) with the functional dependence shown there.




be dened by (23), let Q
g
[] be the Noether charge dened by (26)
for the theory described by L
g
, and let T
ab
be the stress-energy tensor of the matter elds dened by
(23). Now consider an asymptotically at, stationary, axisymmetric black hole solution with bifurcate
killing horizon, in the theory described by L, with stationary killing eld 
a
(with unit norm at the
sphere S
1
, at spatial innity), and axial killing eld '
a





derive the metric but not necessarily the matter elds. Let the horizon killing eld (which vanishes












is a constant. Then for  a































  (  T  ): (29)
Proof:
We evaluate the expression (18) for the theory (19), where the background solution is a black hole
with the symmetry and structure described above (29), demanding that the metric be stationary and
axisymmetric in the background spacetime, but placing no restrictions on the matter elds. In this
case the integrand on the left side of (18) is generally nonvanishing. Assuming that the eld equations
hold in background for the matter elds, E
m
= 0, and that  is a solution to the linearised matter
equations of motion o this background (E
m
= 0), we nd the left side of (18) is
!(;L






































[]    T   +   L
m
)    d
m







(; ))   (  T  ) +
1
2





where we used the stationarity of g
ab
in the second line, the expression (26) for J
m
in the third, the
Lie derivative identity L

 =   d + d(  ) (which holds for an arbitrary form ) in the fourth
line, and the denition (23) of 
m
and the stress-energy T
ab































































at the boundary H (and discarding terms which vanish as a
result of the vanishing of 
a
at H, or which vanish because '
a






























which is what we wished to show. 2
The identity (29) has physical signicance when we can interpret the surface integrals appearing there
as (variations of) the energy, entropy and angular momentum of the black hole. When is this possible?
If the theory had no matter elds then we could choose L
m
to vanish, and the terms involving T
ab
in
(29) would vanish (we could also choose other breakups of L, and we'll return to this shortly). In this




= , and Q
g
= Q. If in addition there existed a three-form B, (local in
the dynamical elds, the at metric 
ab
, and its associated derivative, @, at spatial innity) such that










where the varied quantities in (34) are dened below, and have well-known physical interpretations





Q[]   B; (35)
(ii) The entropy S of the black hole; by taking the functional derivative of the Lagrangian with respect
to the Riemann tensor (treated as an independent eld) we know (setting 
ab
to be the binormal to




















and  is the surface gravity of the background black hole horizon. (iii) The angular momentum of the







In fact, the angular momentum can be measured either at the black hole horizon or at spatial innity;
since the metric is axisymmetric with axial killing eld '
a
, it can be seen from (7) that J['] vanishes,
when pulled back to a slice to which '
a
is tangent. This ensures (integrating the relation J['] = dQ[']

















Q[']  ' ; (40)
we see that when '
a
Lie derives all the dynamical elds, the left side of this equation vanishes. Since
'
a
is tangent to the two-spheres H and S
1










Therefore, in spacetimes which have axisymmetric background congurations, the angular momentum







both when ' is an axial killing eld, (in the background solution) and for arbitrary solutions which
are perturbations, , of the axisymmetric solution. This calculation also shows that the denition
of J
H
is gauge independent, for arbitrary perturbations of an axisymmetric solution. This is because
J
H




 for some smooth
v
a
, and then replacing
^




 which coincides with
^
 in a neighbourhood of




























So we have that when T
ab
vanishes (along with L
m
), the interpretation of the terms in (29) is straight-








stops us from meaningfully interpreting the surface terms in (29) as perturbations of mass, entropy
and angular momentum: even if the overall theory is xed, every choice of L
g
generates a dierent
relation, with dierent choices of Q
g
etc. We therefore seek more restrictive assumptions under which
we might successfully identify the surface terms in (29). One approach is to x a particular choice of
L
g
and think of it as specifying an independent theory. We assume there exists a form B
g
such that
at spatial innity, ( B
g
) =  
g














If we now require that the stress-energy of the matter distribution falls o suciently rapidly at spatial
innity, such that (near spatial innity) the metric for any solution of the L-theory approaches a metric




yields the same result on both metrics, then it makes sense to dene
the mass of the system as M
g
. We note that if we can also nd a form B() for the full theory, such
that at spatial innity ( B) = (; ), then we can also dene a canonical energy, E , for the full




Therefore, when the stress-energy of the matter distribution falls o suciently rapidly, we can inter-
pret the left side of (29) as the variation of the mass of the system. The surface terms on the right side
of (29) are (variations of) the functionals that would measure the entropy and angular momentum
of a stationary black hole in the L
g
-theory. We might therefore be tempted to interpret them as the
black hole entropy and angular momentum; indeed, since Q
g
is the Noether charge of the L
g
theory,










































Although we made no assumptions about the axisymmetry of the matter elds, we can show, providing
the support of T
ab




also well-dened (gauge independent) for arbitrary perturbations of the axisymmetric solution. This
follows by evaluating the left side of (40), using the fact that the calculation (30) also holds when 
a



















Now, as before, let the perturbation in this equation be gauge,  =
^
. Then we again can replace
the perturbation on the right side with an equivalent gauge change, which vanishes outside U , and so
intersects neither the support of T
ab
















is dened for arbitrary perturbations of an axisymmetric solution.






























  (  T  ); (50)
where  is a perturbation to an arbitrary nearby solution. However, we caution the reader that
the identication of black hole entropy with S
g
in general gives results in conict with those in [4]:
consider a theory of gravitation with a scalar eld, for which the matter Lagrangian couples to the
spacetime curvature, and which displays stationary black hole congurations in which the scalar eld
has suciently rapid spatial fallo. We can therefore write out (50) and interpret the black hole entropy
as S
g
. From the results of [4] we expect the entropy of the black hole to include contributions from the
scalar eld; equation (50), however, denes a black hole entropy S
g
with only metric contributions,
with the entropy contribution of the scalar eld somehow distributed in the volume integral of its
stress-energy. These two points of view are contradictory; therefore, while there are clearly special
cases (for instance, the Einstein-perfect uid system) in which we can identify S
g
as the black hole
entropy, and terms in the volume integral as (variations of) the matter entropy, in general we regard the
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notion of the black hole entropy dened by S
g
as inappropriate. Clarifying when S
g
can be correctly
interpreted as black hole entropy is the subject of future research.
We note parenthetically that we can write out an alternative form of (50) by replacing the stationary
killing eld 
a
in (18) with the horizon killing eld 
a
. (The analysis up to (32) is unchanged except













at spatial innity and on the slice ,






































['], is the system angular momentum measured at spatial innity. Therefore
the cost we have incurred for the transfer of the angular momentum integral to spatial innity is the
appearance of an extra term in the volume integral.
A relation of the form (50), was rst given by Schutz and Sorkin [7], in the case where L
g
was xed to
be the Lagrangian for general relativity, L
m
was any matter Lagrangian, and there was no black hole
boundary H, for the hypersurface . The relation stated in [7] is correct, but we comment here on the
ambiguity of the \Noether operators" used by Schutz and Sorkin to derive it: In its initial denition
[7] the Noether operator for a Lagrangian L and a smooth vector eld 
a
was dened to be any (not
necessarily covariant) three form J
S







[] +   L); (52)
for every smooth eld vector eld 
a
. This denition leaves J
S
[] ambiguous by an arbitrary exact
three-form which is a linear dierential operator in 
a
. Since we know from (10) that J
S
= dQ[]
when the eld equations hold, this ambiguity would permit J
S
= 0 as a valid Noether operator
(which, following Schutz and Sorkin's methods, would yield a correct but trivial relation). On the
other hand, our denition of the Noether current admits a limited set of ambiguities (stated after
(15)), which cannot be used to annihilate the Noether charge, and in particular do not change the
content of the rst law.
Sorkin introduced an augmented denition of the Noether operator in [8], requiring that for a variation
of the dynamical elds given by  = fL











[] + f  L): (53)
Providing one can nd a J
S
0




which is both exact and linear in f , for arbitrary f . For a theory with a rst order Lagrangian,
nding such a J
S
0
is always possible: in [8] a rst-order (noncovariant) Lagrangian for Einstein-Maxwell
theory was used to yield an unambiguous Noether operator. It is not clear, however, that any general
Lagrangian theory has a rst order Lagrangian formulation, so in general, Sorkin's denition may
not even yield a Noether operator. In contrast, all of our Noether currents J[] dened above can be
computed for Lagrangian theories of arbitrary derivative order, and are manifestly covariant, requiring
no additional background elds (apart from the symmetry eld 
a
) for their denition. For these
reasons, we feel that whilst our relation (50) and that in [7] coincide for an Einstein-matter system
without the black hole, (50) is dened more generally.
We nally remark that we could have carried out the entire analysis leading up to (29) allowing the
Lagrangian L
g
to depend on a set of stationary axisymmetric elds, s
i




to depend on s
i
and a distinct set of elds,  , which didn't appear in L
g
, to obtain





replaced with the Noether charge and symplectic potential in the theory described by L
g
(which now
depends on both the metric and the other matter elds in the set s
i











  (  T
s
 s  ) (54)









































the second term in the volume integral is dened by
(  T
s

















































































3 A review of perfect uids, and three variational formulations.
In this section we recall the denition, the relevant properties, and three variational principles for a self-
gravitating perfect uid: one given by Schutz [9], (which we use in the Appendix to derive a conserved
current for perturbations of Einstein-perfect uid systems), the \axionic vorticity" formulation given
by Carter [10] for an isentropic perfect uid (which we use in the next section, to derive a rst law),
and a \convective" approach also described by Carter [10]. Our aim is to gather the results we need
for the calculations of the following sections; detailed treatments of these variational principles can be
found in [9, 10, 14].
From the viewpoint of black hole mechanics, we would like a stationary axisymmetric black hole con-
guration to be represented by a Lagrangian theory in which all the elds appearing in the Lagrangian
(the dynamical elds) are also stationary and axisymmetric. Having stated these formulations, how-
ever, we will see that they all have uid congurations in which the physical elds (the uid four
velocity, number density, entropy and functions of these elds) are stationary and axisymmetric, but
in which the dynamical elds possibly share neither of these symmetries. The question as to whether a
variational principle exists that always represents (physically) stationary axisymmetric congurations
with dynamical elds that also have these properties is (as far as we are aware) open.
By a perfect uid on a xed spacetime background [14, 15] we mean a system described by ve scalar
elds, (n; s; ; p; T ), on spacetime and one (unit, timelike) vector eld U
a
, such that  = (n; s) is a




























The elds n; ; s; p; T and U
a
have physical interpretations as the number density, energy density, en-
tropy per particle (specic entropy), pressure, temperature, and four velocity of the uid, respectively.





which along with (58) implies
dp = nd  nTds: (62)













where the uid vorticity two-form, !
ab








If desired, one can dene the entropy per unit volume, S (entropy density), by S = ns. Substituting









then gives the relation
d(n; S) = 
0
dn+ TdS: (66)
We now specify three variational formulations for this perfect uid, over a xed spacetime background
(coupling the theories to gravitation amounts to adding the appropriate metric Lagrangian, which we
do later). First, we state the \velocity-potential" representation of Schutz [9]: here the dynamical
elds of the uid are given by scalars ; ; ; ,and . One now denes a function m which depends
















and the uid Lagrangian is given by
L
f
 P (m;): (68)
where P (m;) is some xed function. One can verify [9, 14] that we recover (58), and also that the
equations of motion for the elds ; ; ; ;  arising from this Lagrangian reduce to (63), provided




















Conversely, given any conguration of the physical elds (n; ; s; p; T; U
a
) satisfying (58) and (59), it
can be shown (see [9]) that there exist functions (P;m) and (non-unique) dynamical elds (; ; ; ; )
related to the physical elds by (69), which satisfy the equations of motion arising from Lagrangian
(68).
Next, Carter's variational formulation [10] for an isentropic perfect uid, (by which we mean that the










































As shown in [10], if one denes the physical elds as follows:
r ! 
 ! n






















yield the second equation in (63) in the
case r
a
















, one sees that the rst equation in (63) is satised vacuously,






but the denition of N
abc
shows dN = ddb = 0 automatically.
A third type of variational formulation given by Carter [10], and treated in more detail by Brown [14],
(which is the equivalent dieomorphism invariant version of the formalisms specied by Taub [16], or
Hawking and Ellis [17]), has dynamical elds X
A
for A = 1; 2; 3. In this formalism one must specify




































(X) is a xed three-form on the three-dimensional manifold which has X
A
as coordinate
elds. The Lagrangian is then given by
L
f
=  r(; ): (77)
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The equations resulting from this Lagrangian for the elds X
A
are seen to reduce to the second





























is dened from (73). (This relation between the physical N
abc
and the dynamical elds
also ensures that N
abc
is automatically conserved.) The X
A
are interpreted as coordinates on a \base
manifold", obtained by treating the spacetime as a bundle with bres given by the integral curves
of the four-velocity. We will not use this formulation for two reasons: rstly, the assignment of the
entropy, s, as a xed function of the X
A
only allows us to perturb it by dieomorphisms of the base
manifold (for this reason we use Schutz's formalism for the calculation in the Appendix). Secondly, it
is unclear that there are any solutions in which the X
A
are globally well-dened axisymmetric elds
on spacetime (for this reason, in section 4, we use the formulation due to Carter with Lagrangian
(70)).
In order to write the rst law in form (2), only involving surface integrals, we must assume that all
the dynamical elds are stationary and axisymmetric in the background solution. Now even if a uid
conguration has stationary and axisymmetric physical elds (the uid number density, entropy and
functions of these elds), the dynamical elds (the elds appearing in the Lagrangian) corresponding
to these physical elds may not possess these symmetries. Therefore, the requirement of stationarity
and axisymmetry on the dynamical elds may restrict the choice of background congurations. In
fact, for Schutz's formulation, we see from the denition of the four velocity (69) that physical uid
congurations with an everywhere causal four-velocity (including those which are stationary and ax-
isymmetric) must include at least one nonstationary dynamical eld. There are therefore no physically
interesting uid congurations in which all the dynamical elds in this formulation are stationary.
On the other hand, for Carter's formulation, it is evident that there must be some physically stationary
uid congurations with stationary dynamical elds; (for instance, a static spherically symmetric uid
distribution could have the eld b
ab






 is the volume element
on the spheres of symmetry). However, we will see in the next section (in the discussion above (95))
that a stationary, axisymmetric, circular ow (in a spacetime which also has these symmetries) must
be vortex-free, if 

are restricted to be stationary and axisymmetric. That is, the assumption of
stationarity and axisymmetry on the vorticity potentials 

restricts the allowed stationary axisym-
metric congurations a uid can adopt. We make no attempt here to enumerate the set of physically
stationary and axisymmetric congurations which also have these symmetries in the dynamical elds
(or indeed, in the case of black hole spacetimes, to investigate whether this set is non-empty). Rather,
in the following section we will assume the potentials are stationary and axisymmetric, and write out
the resulting rst law involving only surface terms, looking for any non-trivial modications arising
from the uid elds.
We are unaware of a variational formulation for a perfect uid which represents all stationary ax-
isymmetric uid congurations with stationary axisymmetric dynamical elds. If it exists, then the
following argument by Schutz and Sorkin [7] shows that certain compactly supported perturbations of
16
the physical elds must correspond to non-compactly supported perturbations of the dynamical elds.
Since the calculation given in (30) does not depend on the fulllment of the eld equations for g
ab
, it is
still valid if we consider the elds  to be the dynamical elds for a perfect uid over a xed spacetime
background, and we let  be a perturbation to a nearby solution of the perfect uid equations, with
g
ab
= 0. Now consider a formulation for a perfect uid where, for a general conguration in which
all the physical elds (and the metric of the spacetime background) are stationary, all the dynamical
elds are also stationary. Then the left side of (30) vanishes, and integrating the right side over a
spatial slice , we are left with
Z








(;  ): (79)
This implies that for perturbations of the physical elds for which the corresponding perturbations of
the dynamical elds are compact, we must have
Z

(  T  ) = 0; (80)
which, for a perfect uid, is clearly false for a general stationary background. This implies that if a
variational formulation is to have dynamical elds which are always stationary when the physical elds
are stationary, then perturbations of the physical elds which yield a non-zero result on the left side of
(79) must correspond to spatially non-compact perturbations of the dynamical elds. This requirement
rules out the existence of a variational principle in which the physical elds are the dynamical elds
[7]. However, the existence of a variational principle for a perfect uid in which all congurations with
stationary and axisymmetric physical elds are represented by dynamical elds with these symmetries
is still an open question.
4 First laws of black hole mechanics with perfect uids
We now present two forms of the rst law of black hole mechanics which incorporate perfect uids. The
rst form is a special case of the perturbative identity (50), where L
g
is the usual Hilbert Lagrangian
for general relativity, and L
m
is any Lagrangian for a perfect uid. This form of the rst law allows
non-stationary dynamical elds, at the cost of having volume integrals in the interior of the spacetime.
We then compute a second form of the rst law only involving surface integrals for both metric and
uid elds, using Carter's variational formulation presented above, and the methods of [4].
4.1 The rst law with volume integrals
We now write out the perturbative relation (50), setting L
g
= 1=16R, and L
m
to be any perfect
uid Lagrangian which allows all possible perturbations of the physical elds of the perfect uid o
an arbitrary background. (From the comments below Eq.(69) it is evident that Schutz's variational
formulation, with Lagrangian (68) satises this criterion.) As stated in Lemma 2, we assume the metric
of the background spacetime is asymptotically at, stationary and axisymmetric with a stationary
killing eld 
a
and axial killing eld '
a
. We also assume the existence of a bifurcate killing horizon,












is the angular velocity of the horizon.
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In this case (see [4]) the term M
g










for black hole angular momentum given in (1). The terms involving the stress-
energy tensor have been shown by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking [1] to reduce to the uid terms in
(1), but for completeness (and to x the signs for our choice of orientations) we briey demonstrate
this fact: in [1] the four velocity of the uid with angular velocity 
 (which need not be constant)













. Now using (60),(65) and (66), (assuming, as








































































































































































which is identical to (1), except that  now represents an arbitrary perturbation (not necessarily
stationary or axisymmetric) of the background. In this sense, (82) is a generalisation of (1).
4.2 A (restricted) rst law with surface integrals
In the previous section we observed that the variational formulations we presented were constrained
in the stationary axisymmetric uid congurations they could represent, given the requirement that
their dynamical elds obeyed these symmetries. One might therefore suspect that any form of the rst
law involving only surface integrals could not include non-trivial uid contributions. Indeed, if we add
Schutz's Lagrangian (68) to the Lagrangian of an arbitrary metric theory of gravity, and construct a
rst law using the analysis of [4] then we nd no additional contributions to this rst law from the
uid elds, providing the uid's number density decays suciently rapidly at spatial innity, and does
not intersect the black hole horizon. It is possible, however, to convert some of the volume integrals in
(1) into surface integrals, by choosing Carter's variational formulation (70). We do so below, nding
a rst law for an arbitrary metric theory of gravity coupled to an isentropic perfect uid, in which the
background conguration for the perfect uid as well as the allowed perturbations of the physical elds
are restricted. (Note that the gravitational contributions to such a rst law have been considered in
detail in [4]. We are interested in the uid contributions.) We nally verify that this rst law reduces
to (1) when the assumptions made in the two derivations overlap. Our rst law is the following result:








































), is summarised below (70). Fix an asymptotically at black hole solution with bifurcate
killing horizon, with the spacetime structure and the killing elds described in Lemma (2), with the
additional assumptions that all the dynamical elds, (not just the metric) in this theory are stationary
and axisymmetric, and that all the dynamical elds are globally dened. Let  be a perturbation of
the dynamical elds, from such a solution to an arbitrary nearby solution, with 
a
= 0. With these






















































and the entropy, S, and angular momentum, J
H




















where  is the surface gravity of the black hole, the two-form Q
g
[] was dened in (26), and the
three-form B
g
is such that, at spatial innity, ( B
g






























The rst law of black hole mechanics in [4] is essentially given by the right side of (18), when the left
side vanishes because of the assumed symmetries of the background elds. We therefore compute the
quantities appearing in the right side of (18): Varying the dynamical elds in L (and performing the


































































and the symplectic potential

pqr


































It can be veried that the equations of motion for the uid elds reduce to (63) using the denitions
























































































































































where we dene the two-form X
qr







the second line of (92).
When the background solution is a black hole with the structure and symmetries specied in the
statement of the Lemma, the fourth term in the second equation of (92) vanishes because the dynamical
elds are stationary:   r

= 0. Now given the denition of vorticity (64) and its relation to the


















= 1. Then the requirements that the four-velocity be causal,
stationary and axisymmetric, along with the assumed stationarity and axisymmetry of 

force f to
be a sum of terms, one of which is strictly linear in t (we dene the constant of proportionality to be
 
1
). For the same reason the '-dependence of f must be also linear, but this dependence can be
ruled out because the occurrence of such a term would force U
a
to be acausal near spatial innity. We




where   rg = '  rg = 0. Therefore we see that the assumption of stationarity and axisymmetry
on the dynamical elds (taking the four-velocity to be everywhere causal) has restricted us to a very





when the vacuum theory is general relativity, with the ow assumed to be circular (tangent to the
































































We now assume the existence of a form B
g




), and write out
the rst law of black hole mechanics by substituting (97) into the surface integrals on the right side
of (18), observing that the left side of (18) vanishes due to the symmetries assumed on the dynamical









at the bifurcation sphere for the rst two terms of (97), then we
obtain (84) which is what we wished to show. 2
The results of [4] predicted that the rst law (84) would only contain surface integrals, and we see this is
indeed the case. Note, however, that the assumptions made about the symmetry of the dynamical elds
restricted the allowed background uid congurations for the uid elds. Moreover, by perturbing the
local form of U
a
in (93) we see that the restriction to stationary and axisymmetric 

in background
also prevents us from achieving all possible perturbations of U
a





. Finally both the background and the perturbed congurations must be restricted






converges. (This, along with the following result relating this term to
the uid angular momentum will guarantee the convergence of the corresponding boundary term at
the bifurcation sphere).
We nally show that (84) reduces to (1) when the assumptions made in the two derivations overlap.




reduce to their values for general
relativity given in (1), when L
g
= (1=16)R. We start by considering the uid contribution in our












































, we see from
the discussion above (95) that  =  U U = 
1
v  dt=jvj = 
1
=jvj, and so jvj = 
1
. Our rst law


























We now concentrate on the original form of the rst law in (1) and show that it agrees with (99). By
repeating the calculation (81) using the relation (58) instead of (66) along with the assumption s = 0





















Next, we demonstrate that the pullback to  of the angular momentum density given in (100) reduces
to the exterior derivative of the two form X
qr
dened in (87), given the assumption that the dynamical


















































































. Now using the axisymmetry of the








=jvj with angular velocity 


















































where J is the pullback of J
abc
to . Therefore (99) now matches (100) and so the rst law (84) now
agrees with the rst law given in (1).
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Appendix: The Chandrasekhar-Ferrari conserved current




) dened in (16) is closed when 
1;2













, is therefore a covariantly conserved current for the
Einstein-perfect uid system. Chandrasekhar and Ferrari [13] have, from rst principles, also derived
a conserved current, E
a
(; ), for the Einstein-perfect uid system. Their current is quadratic in the
(complex) perturbations , and is restricted to the case where  is a static axisymmetric solution, and
 is a \polar" (even parity) perturbation with harmonic time dependence (we will dene this below).






for the Einstein-perfect uid system. This
calculation is the analogue for the Einstein-perfect uid system of the calculation by Burnett and
Wald [12] for the Einstein-Maxwell system.








R+ P (m;)]; (105)
where we have set the constant in front of the Ricci scalar to give the eld equations in [13], and used
Schutz's velocity-potential representation, with Lagrangian (68). The symplectic potential, , arising
22


































































































s)  (1$ 2): (107)
This form is dual to a generally conserved current: it can be shown [11] that for !
a
dened above, we










We now relate this conserved current to the current presented in [13], by xing a coordinate system
with derivative operator @
a
, and writing the volume element  in terms of the coordinate volume




















= 0. If we follow
Chandrasekhar and Ferrari [13] and specialise to the case where the background spacetime is static
(with static killing eld t
a
) and axisymmetric (with axial killing eld '
a
), and the perturbations are






 = i!; (110)

















= 0. We can therefore restrict our




). Moreover, (110) allows us to substitute the variations of





































(t rs)]  (1$ 2);
(111)
















). To do this we
rst specialise the background and perturbations in w
a
to those used by Chandrasekhar and Ferrari.








































































, where the perturbed functions, , etc. are complex, but the unperturbed
functions are real.
A direct substitution of these perturbations into w
a
gr























































We now turn to the uid contributions w
a
f















and (following [13]) and denote the perturbations

































































where we have set 
1




, and used the result (see [13]) that U
^
0
= 0. We can also put
n = p + nTs, and bearing in mind that s must also have harmonic time dependence, we can
write






((U  rs)  (U)  rs): (116)
Referring to (63) we see that the rst term on the right side of (116) vanishes whenever the perturbation
satises the linearised equations. Since the background is vortex-free, we see that the second term also











































































































































g   c:c: (119)











. This is seen to agree (up to an overall constant) with E
2




(which is obtained from E
2








), and our symplectic current w
a
for the
Einstein-perfect uid system agrees with the Chandrasekhar-Ferrari current for this system.
We make two nal comments. Firstly, from the comment following Eq.(69), we know that every con-
guration of the physical elds of a perfect uid has a corresponding equivalence class of congurations
of the dynamical elds, and as a consequence, every perturbation of the physical elds has a corre-
sponding perturbation of the dynamical elds. Now, two distinct perturbations of the physical elds
o the same background (physical eld) conguration will each select a corresponding perturbation
of the dynamical elds. The background dynamical eld conguration for each of these perturbations
will certainly lie within the equivalence class corresponding to the given background physical eld
conguration: however, in general, these background dynamical eld congurations will be distinct
elements of this equivalence class. In using symplectic methods to derive E
a
we have implicitly re-
stricted ourselves to those pairs of perturbations of the physical elds where the corresponding pairs




) have identical background congurations. In fact, as we
have seen above, the resulting conserved current agrees with the Chandrasekhar - Ferrari current for
all pairs of perturbations of the physical elds, not just those restricted in this way.
Secondly, we notice from (111) that as long as the U
a
of the background solution lies in a plane




, the last term in (111) vanishes for the components of




) which only depends on perturbations of the
physical elds, without the explicit appearance of the uid potentials, for any stationary background
conguration in which the uid velocity is tangent to the t   ' subspaces. Of course, we know that
!
a
is a conserved current o any background; this observation suggests only that a current similar
in style to that presented by Chandrasekhar and Ferrari also exists for a background with a uid in
circular motion, as well as the static case considered in [13].
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